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Press Release 

Indxx US ETF Industry Top 10 Index Licensed by Samsung Asset 
Management for an Exchange Traded Fund 

New York – May 17, 2022 - Indxx is pleased to announce the licensing of their Indxx US ETF Industry Top 
10 Index to South Korea-based Samsung Asset Management. The index will serve as the underlying 
benchmark for the KODEX US ETF Industry Top10 Indxx ETF (Ticker: 428560 KS Equity). 

The Index (IUET10T) is designed to track the performance of financial companies that are involved in the 
business of issuing passive financial products, creating market indices, providing financial data, and 
operating regulated exchanges for financial market participants. In this context, the index is divided into 
the following sub-themes: ETF Issuers, Index Providers, Exchanges, and Financial Data Providers. 

“In recent years, ETFs have been the fastest-growing investment vehicle, and we expect this trend to 
continue as more investors seek ETFs for their simplicity, cost-effectiveness, and transparency. In light of 
this trend, we are extremely pleased to announce the introduction of an ETF that is the first of its kind in 
South Korea and gives exposure to US firms that are at the forefront of the rapidly growing ETF market 
worldwide,” said Rahul Sen Sharma, Managing Partner at Indxx. “Beyond this collaboration with Samsung, 
we expect many more innovative products to come from this partnership.´´ 

Chandan Kumar GV, Head, Index Products at Indxx added, “Each of our products represents an innovative 
solution backed by cutting-edge research and effective methodology. The Indxx US ETF Industry Top 10 
Index is no exception. We are excited to bring this index to life through our partnership with Samsung 
Asset Management.” 

Commenting on their licensing of the index, Dunam Kim, CIO at Samsung Asset Management, said, “We 
are excited about our product line expansion and thrilled to launch the US ETF Industry Top 10 Index with 
Indxx. We expect to be able to offer more innovative investment solutions in Korea through this close 
collaboration. The KODEX US ETF Industry Top10 Indxx ETF will provide investors with exposure to 
companies not easily accessible that are leading the charge in the ETF space.” 

As of May 17, 2022, the index has 10 constituents. It has a back-tested date of December 30, 2016 and a 
live calculation date of February 02, 2022. Additional information can be found here.  

About Indxx 

Founded in 2005, Indxx endeavors to deliver innovative and custom indexing and calculation solutions to 
the investment management community at large. 

Indxx and products tracking our indices have been nominated for and received numerous awards, 

including ‘Best Index Provider - Emerging Markets ETFs’ at the ETF Express US Awards in October 2020 

and ‘Most Innovative ETF Index Provider’ for the Americas at the 14th Annual Global ETF Awards in July 

2018. 
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For more information about Indxx, please visit:  http://www.indxx.com/ 
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